
ESSAYS ON LOVE AND COMPASSION

Free Essay: Throughout generations, compassion and love have played important roles in the dynamics of human
interaction. Although these two concepts are.

Whether, it is increasing crime, domestic or street violence, divorce, terrorism, wars, environmental
destruction, greed, hatred, enmity, cruelty, economic and social disparity, drug trafficking, women trafficking,
police brutality, road accidents, child abuse, rape, abortion, racism, casteism, these and many other problems
exist and vex our lives because of lack of compassion among people and authorities alike. Some people are
narcissistic. Again, compassion will then become innocent as a child, and the cycle returns to truth. Supreme
love is also beyond the three gunas of satva, rajas and tamas, for these three qualities bind together. This past
March, while mum descended into death at a particular hospital in Toronto, I witnessed first hand the
indifference by several of the nurses and a doctor to her suffering. Each of us has a dark side. To uphold the
principle of truthfulness, says Bapu, one must have truth in thought speech and action. Without them,
humanity cannot survive. We were born into this mayaâ€”this separation or illusion. Opening Your Heart to
Compassion By Jayaram V Compassion means having kindness, feeling other people's pain and suffering, and
avoiding hurting or harming others for one's own ends. The story follows a lonely couple without any children
and how they come across a young girl with a spinal injury that becomes an unwanted orphan after her mother
passes. May all sentient beings be happy. Without it, we would descend into a state of war. Purchase yourself
a smartphone and take endless selfies, then post them to social media. Here we are not telling you to show
them sympathy. Morari Bapu likens truth to childhood; in its youth, truth is called love. They feel far removed
from our cosmic connection and destiny. This process makes us aware of what our ideal behavior should be
like. It is for this reason that love and compassion are not a luxury but a necessity. The person who suffers
focuses on fulfilling basic needs, such as survival. I believe that compassion is true embodiment of the human
heart and spirit and its urge to help people. May all sentient beings never separate from bliss without affliction.
The meditative form is like a prayer that calls out love: 1. As a student of history at university, I read about the
horrors of humanity. If we abide by these, we have imbibed the basic teaching of all religions. People can love
their partner; in addition, they can also love their friends. Rather we should understand the sufferings they are
going through and try to lessen their pain by being genuinely empathetic and treating them normally and not
doing things that would discourage them. So being a mother itself is the greatest example of love and
compassion. People confuse these states of mind with sympathy.


